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Neta Gear welcomed all attendees and provided a time for introductions. 

Today’s webinar was an open-floor discussion surrounding vaccine mandates, 

COVID-19 implications on the sector, and increased calls in the holiday season. 

Neta Gear provided some insights into different practices in place for vaccination 

mandates across different organizations and asked how each centre’s mandates 

may be impacting people. For example, Neta gave an example from the community 

that allows any non-vaccinated employees to work virtually and avoid in-person 

interactions. Anyone who is non-vaccinated and has an approved exemption may 

work in person but must be tested twice a week. Anyone who is unvaccinated, 

without an exemption, who would like to work in-person must be tested and pay for 

the tests themselves. All volunteers who attended the webinar have been doing 

their work remotely so there was limited awareness on vaccine policies in place that 

impacted them, although their centres do have practices in place for those who 

work in-person. 

COVID-19 is certainly coming up in calls frequently and callers are especially 

concerned about visiting family members across the border, vaccine mandates 

impacting their work, travel, and visits with loved ones, and the new variant 

causing a re-emergence of travel bans and uncertainty around the efficacy of the 

existing vaccine. 

When discussing call volume, centres have faced much higher levels of calls, both 

going out and coming in, and some lines are struggling to fill their shifts enough to 

meet the increasing need for support. 

Due to internet issues and timing conflicts for attendees, the webinar today was 

shorter than usual. If anyone would like to learn more about vaccine mandates or 

holiday increases, please feel free to reach out to us at info@dcontario.org. 
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